We derive the equations of motion for scalar metric perturbations in a particular nonsingular bouncing cosmology, where the big bang singularity is replaced by a spacetime defect. The solution is obtained for nonrelativistic hydrodynamic matter. We get the same result by working with conformal coordinates. That method is also valid for vector and tensor metric perturbations, and selected results are presented. PACS numbers: 04.20.Cv, 98.80.Bp, 98.80.Jk Keywords: general relativity, big bang theory, mathematical and relativistic aspects of cosmology *
I. INTRODUCTION
The expanding universe appears to be described reasonably well by the Friedmann solution [1, 2] . This solution has, however, a big bang singularity with diverging curvature and energy density. Recently, it has been shown [3] that the Friedmann big bang singularity can be replaced by a spacetime defect, where the spacetime metric is degenerate but the curvature finite, as is the energy density.
This "regularized" big bang singularity corresponds, in fact, to a nonsingular bounce [4] [5] [6] .
There is then a pre-bounce phase where the positive cosmic scale factor decreases, the bounce moment at which the positive cosmic scale factor is stationary, and a post-bounce phase where the positive cosmic scale factor increases again.
The urgent question, now, is if the bounce is stable under small perturbations of the metric and the matter. Perturbations are, therefore, the main topic of this article. The focus will be on scalar metric perturbations, while vector and tensor metric perturbations are briefly mentioned in the Appendix. Having obtained the behavior of scalar perturbations, it is also possible to address the issue of information transfer across the bounce.
II. BACKGROUND METRIC AND PERTURBATIONS
The modified spatially-flat Robertson-Walker (RW) metric is given by [3] ds 2 (unperturbed) mod. RW ≡ḡ µν (x) dx µ dx ν mod. RW
where we set c = 1 and let the Latin (spatial) indices i, j run over {1, 2, 3}. The cosmic time coordinate was denoted "T " in Ref. [3] , but, here, we simply write"t," while emphasizing that the coordinate range is given by (2.1c). The metric from (2.1) is degenerate (with a vanishing determinant at t = 0) and describes a spacetime defect with characteristic length scale b ; see Ref. [7] for a review. This metric will be called the unperturbed metric.
Henceforth, a bar over a quantity denotes its unperturbed value.
The perturbed metric can be written as
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where h µν = h νµ is a small perturbation compared toḡ µν . The spatially isotropic and homogeneous background allows us to decompose the metric perturbations into scalars, divergenceless vectors, and divergenceless traceless symmetric tensors [8, 9] . In this article, we will focus on scalar metric perturbations.
III. SCALAR METRIC PERTURBATIONS

A. Metric Ansatz
The Ansatz for the metric with scalar perturbations is taken as follows:
where the perturbations E, F, A and B are functions of all spacetime coordinates {t, x 1 , x 2 , x 3 } and the background scale factorā is function of only t.
B. Newtonian gauge
Consider the following transformation of the spacetime coordinates:
where the parameters ξ µ ≡ ξ µ (x) are infinitesimal functions of the spacetime coordinates. By decomposing the spatial part of ξ µ into the gradient of a spatial scalar plus a divergenceless vector [8, 9] , 
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where the overdot stands for the partial derivative with respect to t. Note that only ξ 0 and ξ S contribute to the transformations of scalar metric perturbations.
Following Sec.7.1.2 of Ref. [8] , we construct the following gauge-invariant quantities:
In this article, we will use the Newtonian gauge (the origin of the name will become clear later on),
which can be reached by choosing an appropriate ξ S in (3.4d) and an appropriate ξ 0 in (3.4b). In this gauge, the line element (3.1) reduces to
Notice that after choosing the Newtonian gauge, there is no more freedom to make coordinates transformations.
C. Hydrodynamic matter perturbations
General results
Now, consider a perfect fluid with energy-momentum tensor
where P is the pressure, ρ the energy density, and U µ the four-velocity. For the background metric (3.7), the first-order perturbations to the 00 and ij components of the energymomentum tensor are
which gives
The unperturbed energy densityρ(t) and pressureP (t) are determined by the following modified Friedmann equations [3, 6] :
From a direct calculation of the perturbed Einstein tensor for the background metric (3.7), together with (3.10) and (3.11), we get the following equations of motion for scalar perturbations:
where △ is the Laplace operator in three-dimensional Euclidean space and where we have
as follows from the perturbed off-diagonal spatial Einstein equation. Note that (3.12a) for constantā(t) reproduces the Poisson equation of Newtonian gravity, which explains the name of the gauge [8] .
Considering adiabatic perturbations, we have
where c 2 s is the square of the speed of sound [8] . Combining (3.12) and (3.14), we get the following equation of motion for Φ:
Equations (3.12) and (3.15) are singular differential equations (the singularity appears at t = 0), but they have nonsingular solutions that will be presented shortly. The same behavior has already been discussed in Refs. [3, 6] for the differential equations and solutions of the background spacetime.
Nonrelativistic matter
For nonrelativistic matter, we have
whereā(t) has been normalized to unity at t = t 0 > 0 . In this case, (3.15) has the solution
where C 1 (x) and C 2 (x) are arbitrary dimensionless functions of the spatial coordinates x .
Notice that both modes in (3.17 ) are nonsingular at t = 0 , which will be discussed further in Sec. IV A.
As a special case of (3.17), consider plane-wave perturbations with a single fixed wave vector k,
where C k, 1 and C k, 2 are the dimensionless amplitudes. The amplitude of such a plane-wave scalar metric perturbation is given by
The corresponding energy density perturbation then has the following amplitude:
For physical wavelengths much larger than the Hubble horizon (1/H ≡ā/ȧ),
we have
For short wavelengths, we get
Remark that the growing mode in (3.22b) is proportional to the cosmic scale factorā(t) from (3.16b), just as happens for the standard matter-dominated Friedmann universe; cf.
Eq. (7.56) of Ref. [8] .
The results (3.22a) and (3.22b) will be re-derived with different (auxiliary) coordinates in App. A, which also contains some results on vector and tensor metric perturbations.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Bounce stability
The results from Sec. III C 2 show that plane-wave scalar metric perturbations and the corresponding density perturbations are well-behaved at the moment of the bounce, t = 0.
Specifically, these results are given by (3.19 ) and (3.22 ).
But the perturbation at t = 0 must also be small enough, so as to keep the background metric essentially unchanged. For scalar metric perturbations in the Newtonian gauge, the perturbed metric is given by (3.7) . In order to keep the bounce essentially unchanged, both perturbations in (3.7) must be significantly below unity at t = 0,
With (3.13) and (3.19) , there are then the following bounds on the amplitudes of the planewave scalar metric perturbations:
In other words, having small enough amplitudes | C k, 1 | and | C k, 2 | does not disturb the bounce.
There is, however, a puzzle. Consider, at t = t start < 0 in the pre-bounce phase, the generation of plane-wave scalar metric perturbations with an initial amplitude Φ k, start . Generically, both modes in (3.19) are exited, but let us focus on the nonconstant mode, so that we have
Perturbations created at t start ≪ −b < 0 will grow with cosmic time t and give at the moment of the bounce, t = 0,
The stability of the bounce then requires an extremely small start amplitude, Ref. [12] ). For this reason, we have also considered asymmetric versions of the degeneratemetric bounce in Refs. [4, 5] .
B. Across-bounce information transfer
Having established the propagation of scalar metric perturbations in Sec. III C 2 and of tensor metric perturbations in App. A 2, we are able to address the questions of information transfer across the bounce.
Consider a plane-wave scalar metric perturbation triggered at
with amplitude Φ k (t start ) = Φ k, start (4.7)
and appropriateΦ k (t start ) = 0. From the solution (4.3), we know that this perturbation grows until the bounce at t = 0 is reached and then decreases as t increases further. With an observation time
we find the following observed perturbation amplitude from (4.3):
In this way, we are, in principle, able to transfer information across the bounce.
More realistic would be to use short-wavelength gravitational waves, and the same result on across-bounce information transfer is obtained from (A7). In fact, we have already discussed in Ref. [4] the use of "gravitational standard candles," so that the results of the present article fill in one of the missing details (the other missing detail [sic] is the actual existence of these standard candles).
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Appendix A: Perturbations with conformal coordinates
Scalar metric perturbations
The modified spatially-flat Robertson-Walker metric (2.1a) can be written as
where η is the conformal time defined by
for t ∈ R and defect length scale b > 0. Metric perturbations with a conformally-flat background metric (A1a) have been widely studied in the literature; see, in particular,
Ref. [8] .
For our nonsingular bouncing cosmology, the metric perturbation solutions take the same form as in the standard hot-big-bang model but now with η given by (A1b). For example, the plane-wave scalar perturbations for nonrelativistic hydrodynamical matter have the following solutions given by Eqs. (7.55) and (7.56) in Ref. [8] :
with constants C k, 1,2 (the extra sign factor multiplying C k, 2 is needed to get the correct boundary conditions, as will be explained later). For nonrelativistic matter, (A1b) and (3.16b) give
where the points η = η − and η = η + are identified (in this way, the topology becomes R).
The coordinate transformation (A3b) is not a diffeomorphism, so that the differential structure from (2.1a) differs from that of (A1a). In practice, this means that η is a useful auxiliary coordinate, but only away from the spacetime defect at η = η ± (or t = 0). The implication is that the η domains (−∞, η − ) and (η + , ∞) are disconnected, and the boundary conditions at η = η ± require special care. Just to be clear, η from (A3b) is not a good coordinate, whereas t is (different values η ± for the single point t = 0). See Refs. [3, 6, 14] for an extensive discussion of these issues.
At this moment, we remark that the extra minus signs for the C k, 2 terms in (A2) make for proper boundary conditions at η = η ± . Indeed, inserting the η expression from (A3b) into the results (A2a) and (A2b), we observe the final expressions to be even with respect to t. Finally, we introduce dimensionless constants c k, 1, 2 by the definitions
The result is then
in agreement with (3.22a) and (3.22b).
Vector and tensor metric perturbations
Results on vector and tensor metric perturbations can be directly taken over from Sec. 7.3.2 in Ref. [8] , where, for the nonrelativistic-matter case, the conformal factor a(η) is replaced by our factor Ω(η) from (A3a) and η is given by (A3b).
Here, we give some explicit results for the radiation-dominated case. With the energymomentum tensor perturbation δT 0 i = Ω −1 (ρ +P ) δu ⊥ i and the definition δv i ≡ Ω −1 δu ⊥ i , the result from Eq (7.94) in Ref. [8] is that plane-wave vector metric perturbations for the radiation-dominated case are constant with respect to the conformal time η,
where the last equality uses the radiative behaviorP =ρ/3 ∝ Ω −4 and where c i k, 3 are appropriate dimensionless constants.
Turning to plane-wave tensor metric perturbations for the radiation-dominated case, the result from Eq. (7.98) in Ref. [8] is as follows:
with k ≡ |k| and constant polarization tensor e ij k (the polarization may be different for different wave vectors k, even ifĈ k,4 andĈ k,5 are constants). Remark that, just as in Sec. A 1, we have added a sign factor to the coefficient C k, 5 in (A6a), in order to get the proper boundary conditions at η = η ± . From (A6a), we see that short-wavelength gravitational waves (k |η| 1) have an amplitude that goes as 1/|η|, so that h ij k (short-wavelengths) = c k, 6
